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Sample & Characteristics 
Snow ball Sam ple 
DFW  Metroplex residents
Age 18 and over
Pow er (4)
W ater (0)
Pow er+W ater (13)
Neither (5)
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Benefits and Limitations of Social Capital
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“So Greg Abbott, he is, in my opinion, he didn't do his job. He didn't 
make sure that the power grid was winterized. And that's on 

him…maybe it's on past governors too, I don't know, because they're 
not in office anymore. 

-Max, 46 (lost power & water for 7 days)

And, you know, the fact that our state senator, our senator, 
Senator Cruz, got on a plane to go to Cancun when all of his, you 
know, all of Texas was battling a power outage. You know, hey, if 

you love Texas, then take care of Texas, okay? You can say 
whatever you want, [but] you're a representative of the state of Texas.

If you jump on a plane and hightail it out of dodge, as they like to 
say, then you're not taking care of Texas. You're not a 

representative of Texas. The people who are in our 
neighborhoods who are, you know, offering up firewood, those 
are representatives of Texas, those are proud Texans. And these 
politicians who claim they're proud Texans, didn't do their job to take 

care of Texans.”



“We were ready. But we didn't lose water. We didn't 
lose power. We never even lost internet. So we were 

very fortunate. And so yeah, there's a certain amount of 
guilt and like just because I can afford to buy a home 

near a hospital I get to have power and there are 
entire populations and demographics of people in 

this city that don't. 

-Emily, 44, (no disruptions) 

And as someone who works for the city, I feel 
like we owe them better than this….And I wish I 

could do more, and I should be able to do more. So 
it was very frustrating. On a lot of levels…We 
could have done a better job of providing 

shelter and, you know, having places for people 
to go in emergency situations like this. And so I 

think there's a lot of blame to be passed 
around.”
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Thank You
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